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Michael Baxter 30. října 2022

Společnost JAG se hluboce zabývá obviněními
zaměstnance Fedu Corlesse – mimo rozptylování.
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Úředník ministerstva financí, který se minulý týden vzdal vojenským

úřadům, poskytl vyšetřovatelům JAG množství údajů podrobně

popisujících systémovou korupci ve Fedu, která začala bezprostředně

poté, co ministryně financí Janet Yellenová složila přísahu do úřadu

26. ledna 2021, zdroje z amerického Navy Judge Advocate. General's

Corps řekl Real Raw News.

Jak již bylo oznámeno dříve, zaměstnankyně ministerstva financí

Shannon Corlessová – přesvědčená, že se stala cílem vojenské

sledovací operace – a její právník prošli předními dveřmi do

vyšetřovacích kanceláří JAG v Pensacole na Floridě, kde se přiznala k

účasti na programu zpronevěry, jehož prostřednictvím se daňový

poplatník dolary byly prany a distribuovány levicovým organizacím

jako Antifa a Black Lives Matters a také takzvaným náboženským

charitám financujícím nelegální přistěhovalce.

Kanceláře generála USMC Davida H. Bergera a viceprezidenta

amerického námořnictva Darse E. Crandalla popřely, že by věděly o

jakékoli operaci soustředěné na Corless, a řekly, že před minulým

týdnem neměly tušení, kdo to je.

Když se Corless vzdala, dala vyšetřovatelům SD kartu, která, jak

řekla, měla důkaz o jejích obviněních. Vyšetřovatelé JAG strávili

minulý týden ověřováním pravosti karty a prověřováním jejího

obsahu, řekl náš zdroj.

"Nejprve jsme se ke Corlessovi chovali podezřívavě." Její příběh o

odevzdání se, protože viděla uniformované vojáky, jak ji špehují

zpoza živých plotů, byl velmi podezřelý a zněl vymyšleně. Tato žena

doslova všude viděla, jak se proti ní spikly. Co víme, Deep State by

nás mohl krmit dezinformacemi a informace na kartě by mohly být

snadno falešné. Přesto byla Corless ochotná usvědčit sama sebe, což

byla zvláštní hra, a byla náměstkyní ministra financí pro OIA a

pracovala pro DNI, což znamená, že má postavení, aby věděla věci, o

kterých říká, že ví. V našem přístupu jsme velmi metodičtí,“ řekl náš

zdroj.
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Byl ochoten sdílet některá data nalezená na SD kartě, i když JAG

stále hledá potvrzující důkazy. Dne 8. září 2022 Janet Yellen povolila

stažení 12 milionů dolarů z Federálního rezervního systému.

Prostředky byly podle dokumentů na SD kartě oficiálně určeny na

platby sociálního zabezpečení; neoficiálně financovali nelegální

přistěhovalce překračující americko-mexickou hranici. Yellen

pověřila Corless najímáním třetích stran, aby utratily hotovost za

předplacené dárkové karty VISA, které byly poté distribuovány

katolickým charitativním organizacím, které vyslaly misionáře do

Eagle Pass v Texasu, aby pomohli unaveným ilegálům. Karty v

hodnotě 500 dolarů obsahovaly poznámku s nápisem „ať se vám v

USA daří – prezident Joseph R. Biden a viceprezidentka Kamala

Harris“. Mnoho příjemců dárkových karet bylo následně převezeno

do svatostánních měst s neomezenými požadavky na hlasování.

"Je zřejmé, že to byl trik, jak si koupit hlasy." Je nepravděpodobné,

že několik tisíc podvodných hlasů bude mít dopad, ale pokud je to

pravda, je to zrada. Nyní probíhá neustálé úsilí vystopovat nepoužité

karty a mluvit se spiklenci jmen Corless a Yellenová,“ řekl náš zdroj.

Dárkové karty, dodal, byly jen špičkou pověstného ledovce.

Další dokumenty na SD kartě se připojují ke spoluzakladateli

Yellenové a Corless to Black Lives Matter Patrisse Cullorsové,

radikální levicové aktivistce, která neustále argumentuje ve prospěch

reparací a tvrdí, že otroctví minulosti nadále brání sociálnímu a

finančnímu pokroku Afroameričanů. Podle BLM podání

zveřejněného IRS v roce 2022 má BLM aktiva přibližně 42 milionů

dolarů. Informace na SD kartě však vypráví jiný příběh.

Náš zdroj řekl, že karta je zaplavena transakčními zprávami a

tabulkami, které ukazují, že Yellenová v roce 2022 ukradla 67

milionů dolarů z Fedu a peníze převedla ve stovkách přírůstkových

výplat Cullors a jejím spolupracovníkům BLM. Dokumenty
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nezmiňují, jak měly být peníze vynaloženy, ale Corless řekl

vyšetřovatelům, že značná část šla na financování levicových

kandidátů na střední období.

Corlessová zůstává ve vazbě do ověření jejích tvrzení, řekl náš zdroj.

"Je s ní dobře zacházeno a zdá se, že spolupracuje." Pokud se

všechno, co říká, ukáže jako pravda, je pravděpodobné, že dostane

dohodu. Uvidíme, kam to odtud půjde,“ řekl náš zdroj.

Free Speech a Alternative Media jsou pod útokem Deep State.

Naposledy soudce a porota Deep State rozhodly, že Alex Jones musí

zaplatit téměř 1 miliardu dolarů. Real Raw News potřebuje podporu

čtenářů, aby přežily a prosperovaly. Děkuji těm, kteří pomohli.

Nedávejte své těžce vydělané peníze webům nebo kanálům, které

kopírují/vkládají naše duševní vlastnictví. Trávíme nespočet hodin

prověřováním, zkoumáním a psaním. Děkuji. Každý dolar pomáhá.

(Návštíveno 68 461 krát, 279 návštěv dnes)

I hope this lady has saved her skin through these revelations. It

might inspire other whistle blowers.

I’m wondering when suicide week starts. We might see many people

in positions like Corless suddenly kill themselves. When that

happens, we will know that we won the war.

Last edited 3 days ago by Patriot

And, what about Patrisse Cullors, about time to give equal treason

charges to blacks who are deserving. Of course, the White Hats worry

too much about optics to arrest and hang any Black DS weirdos.
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I never had a problem with Blacks. I was raised to respect everybody

regardless of color. But, after years of listening to them whine about

slavery, and crying “discrimination”, I’m sick and tired of them.

None of them today were slaves. Truth is, none of them would be

here if it wasn’t for slavery. And many of the slaves actually had

better lives on the plantations than they did in Africa. I say, if they

complain, load ’em up and send ’em back to Africa. They’re

destroying America with their constant bullshit, and criminal

activity.

Actually, the idea that most Blacks wouldn’t be here if it weren’t for

slavery is bogus. Most Blacks, in fact the vast majority, got here via

immigration, not slavery. Historians have determined that the

number of slaves brought to America was a little over 300,000. The

number of Blacks who have emigrated to the U.S. from Africa and

other areas is several times that. IMHO, if anyone should get

reparations, it would be the American citizens who were herded into

detainment camps during WWII solely because of their ethnicity.

I’m waiting for part 2 on the Pelosi story as Pelosi’s assailant was in

his undies when the cops roled up according to DSouza…

Rumour has it (doesn’t it always?) that Paul Pelosi had a fag hooker

over. Guess he got tired of climbing the twin peaks of his dried-up

meatloaf cunt of a wife!

Or, in the immortal words of Dan Aykroyd (back when SNL was

actually funny…): “dried up, bagged out slunk meat…”.

The memes on social media about it are funny AF…I wish we could

post them here,in the memetime Obama is on the campaign trail☻ 

When and where did I read that OBOZO was executed with a gun

shots in the back of his head? Never was a Michelle, but Michael, his

wife chose Lethal Injection. I know things are not what we are told,
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but I did learn that info on this computer. If you know more, please

tell me. I’ve been yelling at the TV every time I look and see him

“CAMPAIGNING” – “You are DEAD!”

No wonder she was having an affair with Robert Mueller for decades

she married a fag.

Right…and I wonder if the whoever would have still played the part if

he knew that he would be getting bashed in the head with a hammer

by a faggot lover

Maybe they didn’t tell “whoever” about the faggot lover and

“whoever” said fuck this I ain’t no fag and took a hammer to him

Yep very fishy… Maybe the guy will spill the beans…..or he will end

up epsteined

Last edited 2 days ago by Sodie

Buck is right.

Blacks are a worthless, violent, grifting segment of society that needs

to be culled.

 
Sub 80 IQ race of violent savages.

 
We should have picked our own cotton….

The white fake jews owned slaves not white Christians. When the

emancipation proclomation passed. Most of the Southern jews fled to

south America less they be held accountible.

Oh…Fuck you.

 
There were like 10 “JOOS” in the entire south 200 years ago.

 
Fuck your JOO shit you stupid NAZI DYKE.

 
And they didn’t go anywhere.

 
Can’t wait to ventilate you XTIAN Joo haters.

Not really. I know many black people who immigrated here and are

wonderful people. Hardworking and honest. Why would you make

such evil allegation?. I am white but bad people are among all races
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not just black.

The racism is Real!! Why do people cut down other races? Because

they think they are better? Or they are Jealous. Can only be those two

things! Pretty damn sad when in 2022, we have people who we have

one thing in common here and thats being here, and that’s all!!

Anyone with those kinds of comments would I ever associate myself

with. My Father taught us in 1963, that we are all equal!! And I have

lived my life just fine! More white people lied and stole from me than

any black person has. You don’t hear of young black kids shooting up

schools do you? They don’t act privileged like white people. God

loves us all the same and we are all His children, when we tear down

our Brother we are tearing down our Father. God Bless

The reparations shouldn’t come from us,but from those that started

WW2(and the wars before and after)…..namely the

Rothschilds,Rockefellers,et al.War is good for business.

I was a friend to a Japanese America, at age 10 and he would of

disagreed with you, as he was picked up at age 16 looking for

explosives to use against any USA military base he could find and he

said many other Japanese American youth had the same attitude, as

he said he was a proud fascist and identified with Japan and not the

USA.

If a couple of these young guys had any success, every Japanese

American home and business would’ve been burned down. FDR was

protecting the Japanese here from total annihilation. And, yes, I

know FDR helped Pearl Harbor to happen.

What do you think happened to Westerners in Japan once war broke

out?

Again you’re wrong, there were free blacks and many owned slaves.

Not making excuses but slavery in most of the world was just status

quo for thousands of years. England broke with that as in the

Caribbean the slave were treated harshly, and it had bad optics, yet
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meanwhile in England the majority of whites were debt and

workhouse slaves. There is literal or official slavery and people in

slavery even though it’s not called that. Supposed there’s no official

slavery most places like India, but in fact it’s likely that a decent

percent of that country are bonded to wealthy families. That’s

slavery.

 
Not to mention all the human and child trafficking going on all over

which is really slavery. This hidden slavery was going on in the Uk

too long after literal slavery was stopped, and it’s going on now at

level higher than in the USA, which is also bad.

Most of the Mulatto, usually lighter skinned Blacks did come initially

from literal slave stock, and they average a much higher IQ then the

full African Blacks. All the later blacks imported by various fake

Christian Churches need to be sent back, if the USA has any chance

to survive.

Your so right!! The mixed race are so super smart!!! I hate that name

Molotto. But, we have been slaves to our own Country everyone of

us!! The UK stole our Taxes we paid for our whole lives, along with 15

other countries! Now that’s slavery!!! That bitch Queen didn’t

deserve a damn thing she had!!! She hunted and killed kids!!! I want

all my Tax money back from her!!!! And we’re going to get it too!!

While you have some points, but I doubt they had it better being

slaves and own by whites who many were cruel to them. I do agree

that these blacks of today are not slaves and most grew up on welfare

and free healthcare paid by American taxpayers so therefore

taxpayers do not owe them anything. As of now they can better jobs

than whites because their skin color over qualified whites and

Hispanics. I am not white I am American Patriot Hispanic so this is

not about race just truth.

As the economy deteriorates and layoffs become common, but

Affirmative Action laws remain in place, you’re gonna see real race

wars – not just this BLM nigger bullshit.
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Last edited 3 days ago by buck fiden

I agree, I am tired of the Affirmative BS. how about on qualifications

instead. Today there is no reason for anyone to prepare themselves

for the future.

You have people committing miscegenation in unheard of numbers!

By 2100, there won’t be many pure white people left! Everyone will

be 10% nigger, 20% spic, 5% kike, and the rest a mixture of towehead

everything!

But they’ll still have Affirmative Action so whites won’t be able to

participate in society.

Hey Buck,

 
Bitter truth to swallow, yes by at least 2030 it will be 80% “nigger

20% others as you called them. Try to know your history… Moor

ruled the world for 800years and they are black. It is time again for

Moors to rule again or your elites and politicians will sale America

for a penny to China in fewer weeks, months maybe a year?

 
Thanks, to the unwavering support and fighting the real military

white hats and MB are fighting “My hats off to MB and the military

who knew the degree of what we are into”

 
They are diligently fighting for people like you not to be a white

nigger to Chinese CCP.

 
While you are here daily writing racist comments.

Grow up! You are the same age as the bearer of this news, he is doing

his own part, which part will you go down in history?

 
What are you going to capstone to your next generation-you did to

restore this nation to its glory? What you have is being RACIST,

hmm?

Stop being racist on all your post.

Do you know a small country in Africa has more PHD degrees

holders than most White countries combined.
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Only uneducated talks like you, I believe we have so many of those in

this platform.

 
Too much religion indoctrination too many dummy off-springs

materialized from it.

i noticed the So called christians are more racist than non religious.

 
Be peaceful!

”Politicians will sale America”

 
”Stop being racist on all your post.”

 
”Only uneducated talks like you”

 
 

Thanks for the laugh

 
I’m rolling

It’s probably someone whose first language is not English. In which

case, they are fluent in at least 1 more language than almost everyone

here. I don’t see what’s so funny, it’s one point of view in response to

BF. I can see their point. Personally I don’t mind him I think he’s just

trying to be shocking and he’s also just being honest, this is a rare

place where it’s allowed and I’m sure if you went to an ethnic site

you’d see way more “racist” language against whites, that’s always

out in the open so why not the other side?. although I don’t think it

means he’s a racist. It’s just thoughts, it’s not actions. So I’m talking

to Angela as well. I can see both sides and I lean towards freedom

Angela, if you’ve been here more than a day, you know how he is.

Lighten up. Everyone should lighten up, it’s your skin color. He

didn’t lynch anyone. Big difference. Stop making a mountain out of a

molehill. Live and let live.

That is not making a Mountain out of a Molehill by Far! No one has

cussed him out! I can’t stand that word, I was taught to not refer to

them as that because it’s very offensive to them,
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It’s not Sale!!! If you are talking about Selling something it is Sell.

Politicians will sale america?? What kind of English is that? Honey,

it’s Sell! Politicians would Sell America. Thank you

Buck is Jewish , and if he wants to write raciisss comments it’s okay,

as he’s crude and rude and our fav village idiot.

BTW, it okay to be a raciisss, as almost everyone is a racist, it’s just

Christians and Europeans who are accused of what everyone feels.

No he doesn’t get a pass because he’s Jewish!! This goes across the

whole Board!

“Do you know a small country in Africa has more PHD degrees

holders than most White countries combined.” Yeah, it’s called

Wakanda, and it doesn’t exist. It’s a superhero story for idiots like

you. I knew some Glomohomo DS fraud with show up with the

Wakanda myth. Every.Single.Time this stupidity never ends.

No need to be insulting. You outdid Buck. See Angela, this is the guy

you should be lecturing and angry at. BF doesn’t deserve it. I think

this kind of in your face nastiness and insults is way more harmful

than Buck’s venting his anger at being discriminated against for

being white in a white country.

Amen!! Thank you for standing up like I did to this jerk! I’m am so

sick of coming on here to see his terrible comments about Black

people!

Ya might be white in this incarnation but as you call it a ‘nigger’ in

the next.

 
Karma can be painful.

It could happen, I actually suspect that the blacks nowadays who

demand reparations were the slaveowners of the past, and it’s their

karma coming around to bite them in the ass. So it’s ironic and

stupid to pay the bribe money to them.
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Me too!! That is ridiculous!! I don’t believe in that at all! Too many

generations have passed since then!

Ya because if we don’t get it right the first time we will be back to do

it all over!! How many times has BF had to go back? I’m so ready to

leave this 3D world where this stuff doesn’t take place! 5D is what I

am striving for! It will be amazing!

The miscegenation, I read, was initiated/pushed back in the 70’s by

the NWO with black athletes getting enormous salaries so that white

women (gold diggers) would marry them (Simpson being one of the

first) and start a trend that would make interracial marriages

common.

Wow!! I sure believe that as manipulative as our government is!!! I

sure started noticing a lot of mixed commercials back a few years

ago!

That’s why when asked to “self-identify” you should list yourself as

“mixed race.” Put it down on all your paperwork for work, school, at

the doctor, everywhere. They can’t say you’re not – and if it’s good

enough for Fauxcahontas Elizabeth Warren to get a job for which she

was less qualified then it’s good enough for everyone else. But be sure

to check occasionally as some unethical HR people can go behind

your back and change it. It happened to me at the corporation where

I work, so I changed it right back and check it once in a while.

Corporations have quotas to provide to the federal government as to

how many races and in what percentage they are employed.

My bible says in Psalm 21:10 There wont be one offspring left

amongst them. (jews.)

Blacks are the enemies of the constitution and America. They also

have no honor and no black city on earth is desirable to live in.
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That’s because they have made them that way by less pay for an

equal job one being white and one being black for hundreds of

years!!! That is why every black city is run down!! It’s Democrat cities

like Chicago and Baltimore that give those cities such a bad name!!

You got black politicians sticking their hand into the money too

much leaving less for everything else.

After the Civil War, a new nation in Africa was set up for freed slaves

—Liberia, except very few Black Americans wanted to repatriate to

Africa. There were other problems that arose and it wasn’t successful

in the end. Africa is no place for Black Americans. Besides there is

still slavery over there.

The Liberian flag looks very much like our flag, except that there is

only one star.

I still think the Liberian experiment can be a success: more niggers

need to go there and help their brothers.

Last edited 3 days ago by buck fiden

Blacks, like Whites, are native Americans. Both group were present

when The United States of America was founded.

That’s because we cant indoctrinate the woke white anymore, The

indoctrination of ALL people in an equal environment must be

accomplished as we are ALL Human resources. Human resources for

child trafficking and Adrenochrome

By Stephen Dinan – The Washington Times – Wednesday, February

9, 2011

 
The Great Emancipator was almost the Great Colonizer: Newly

released documents show that to a greater degree than historians

had previously known, President Lincoln laid the groundwork to ship

freed slaves overseas to help prevent racial strife in the U.S.
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Just after he issued the Emancipation Proclamation in 1863, Lincoln

authorized plans to pursue a freedmen’s settlement in present-day

Belize and another in Guyana, both colonial possessions of Great

Britain at the time, said Phillip W. Magness, one of the researchers

who uncovered the new documents.

Historians have debated how seriously Lincoln took colonization

efforts, but Mr. Magness said the story he uncovered, to be published

next week in a book, “Colonization After Emancipation: Lincoln and

the Movement for Black Resettlement,” shows the president didn’t

just flirt with the idea, as historians had previously known, but that

he personally pursued it for some time.

“The way that Lincoln historians have grappled with colonization has

always been troublesome. It doesn’t mesh with the whole

‘emancipator,’ ” Mr. Magness said. “The revelation of this story

changes the picture on that because a lot of historians have tended to

downplay colonization. … What we know now is he did continue the

effort for at least a year after the proclamation was signed.”

Mr. Magness said the key documents he and his co-author, Sebastian

N. Page, a junior research fellow at Oxford, found were in British

archives, and included an order authorizing a British colonial agent

to begin recruiting freed slaves to be sent to the Caribbean in June

1863.

By early 1864, the scheme had fallen apart, with British officials

fretting over the legality of the Emancipation Proclamation and the

risk that the South could still win the war, and with the U.S. Congress

questioning how the money was being spent.

Roughly a year later, Lincoln was assassinated.

The Belize and Guyana efforts followed other aborted colonization

attempts in present-day Panama and on an island off the coast of

Haiti, which actually received several hundred freed slaves in 1862,

but failed the next year.
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Michael Burlingame, chair of Lincoln Studies at the University of

Illinois at Springfield, said there are two ways to view Lincoln’s

public support for colonization.

One side holds that it shows Lincoln could not envision a biracial

democracy, while the other stance — which Mr. Burlingame

subscribes to — says Lincoln’s public actions were “the way to

sugarcoat the emancipation pill” for Northerners.

“So many people in the North said we will not accept emancipation

unless it is accompanied by colonization,” said Mr. Burlingame,

adding that Lincoln himself had always made clear colonization

would be voluntary and nobody would be forced out of the United

States.

I wish I had been born earlier, so I could have met Alabama Gov.

George Wallace, whose slogan “segregation now, segregation

tomorrow, segregation forever” is now more needed than ever!

The normal black population know they are be pandered too for

political gain by the cabal infested Ditsycrats and scream at these

deep state shitheads to stay out of their race, by trying score points

with the severely dumbed down libby sheeple…

The perception issue is a real problem for them… diminishing

returns by hiding it all from patriots!

You haven’t been following. Susan Rice & Loretta Lynch were both

executed. There will be no exception.

Loretta Lynch was found guilty of treason at GITMO and hung on the

same gallows along with Anthony Fauci. She was African American.

No, she was NOT African-American, she was a Black American, she’d

never lived in Africa! African-American only applies to those who

themselves immigrated from Africa, not to their children or

grandchildren. Blacks born to American parents are just Black

Americans the same way I am a White American but not called a
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Hollander-American after the ethnicity I inherited from my dad’s

mother; or an Irish-British-American after the ethnicity of my dad’s

father and both my mother’s parents. I really wish people would

realize the truth of this and stop calling all Blacks African-Americans.

No, and this is not virtue-signaling, as there are many decent Blacks,

and even some very intelligent, but the problem is there is way too

many feral Blacks (as shown by honest statistics of violent crimes),

and the average IQ of USA born Blacks is slightly above moron (82-

84), which is a standard deviation better than African born Blacks

(IQ in the medium to low 60’s), which only a small percent of have

the IQ to be functional in a modern civilization.

You are absolutely correct. If you are born here you are an American.

No other country I know of categorizes their citizens based on race.

Segregation has not ended just renamed to keep it under the radar of

the ignorant. The citizens of Central America are predominantly of

Aztec and Mayan decent just because they adopted Spanish names

does not make them Spanish and they do not see themselves as such.

So why do American blacks see themselves as African? Ethnicity has

nothing to do with geography of birth.

Yet 2/3 of those call themselves “African-Americans” and many

believe Wakanda is a real place in Africa.

Yes, and she was the only one, among many, many dozens executed.

We need Black executions fully represented to those committing the

the actual crimes. Stacy Abrams would make a great addition for

example.

Again, I’d like your source to explore if USA troops will be deployed

in the Ukraine, and if so who in the military is behind this? What is

being done to stop such nonsense?

U.S. troops are already in Ukraine. Allegedly, serving as “advisors.”

Somehow, this is reminiscent of Viet Nam. The first Special Forces

were called “advisors.” There are also a number of mercenary outfits
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fighting in Ukraine, plus NATO people. When they are captured, they

should be immediately executed. Listen to Scott Ritter on Rumble.

He was USMC Intel officer, UN Arms Insp. and knows his shit.

Apparently, a lot of U.S. vets were duped into going to Ukraine to

volunteer. They were victims of a lot of DS propaganda and their own

gullibility. Being stupid sometimes carries a big price tag.

If I were in the military today, I’d find a way to get out pronto. I

wouldn’t serve under this Deep State communist regime!

She needs to be protected, she is singing like a canary and knows way

too much. If she is allow to go free my guess is she could be suicided.

These people who are traitors will do whatever it takes to stay in

power including destroying our country.

I cannot pay federal income tax if this is how loosely our money is

spent…..as it appears to be across the board. We are suffering

taxation without representation.

All taxation is slavery. You are a slave if you file a 1040 form. We

have been slaves since the Federal Reserve Act of 1913.

We were slaves before that ,when the 2nd US Constitution was

enacted making this country a corporation.

You have to learn about the 2 constitutions, Maritime law-Admiralty

law, the law of the sea. And most especially COMMON law. We have

been duped into what the govern-ment (control-mind) has been

feeding to us as truth. We were born with unalienable rights given to

us by Creator Father. Land Air and Water = LAW. Law of the Land is

Common law, which we know of what we had in our past. What we

have had instituted for millenia is Maritime Law, Law of the Sea, law

of the Pirates set up by the PBS, or the Phoenician, Babylonian and

Sumerian sea faring cultures that went around the world conquering

lands and forcing their LAW upon the conquered. Missing is the A,

for Aether which is where Free energy originates, the energy called
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life force energy in the form of the most miniscule amounts, in

tetrahertz and millivolts. They hide it by calling it AIR, not Aether.

Earth is actually Aerthe, in olde english spelling which connects the

Land and the Water LAW. Everything has been changed, people

must learn this, they have common sense, learn to use it, if at all

possible. You need to spark that common sense in the thoughts of

your mind in order to enter the power that connects all as one

She is part of the regime who is actively destroying America. She can

rot in jail for the rest of her life.

Would you feel the same way for Chelsea Clinton and her children?

We know these people are bad people with no consideration for you

or your children, or anyone’s children for that matter.Wait for the jab

and boosters for kids, and see what you of these people then.She

would never have turned herself in if she hadn’t gotten scared for her

and only her own safety.

Last edited 3 days ago by snoopy

Its obvious she turned herself in for a reason, perhaps some people

were coming for her because they do not trust her. She knows way

too much and perhaps she is looking for protection from the white

hats.

Last edited 3 days ago by Just Me

High value asset for the white hats, hence her need for protection

just like JE among others who are in the WPP. Blessings,

She probably sees everything crumbling around her at the office. She

made a very smart play for herself.

Chelsea Clinton(or Rockefeller, if you prefer) has been–like her

mother–taking a permanent dirt nap for quite some time.
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She should have thought about her family before committing the

crimes. That is snowflake mentality she needs to pay and rot in

GITMO.

I just hope they can verify her as totally legit. If so, it’ll help them

make a lot more arrests, a lot faster than they expected.

She gives up all this information and she gets a free get out of jail free

card are you kidding me I would put her 1st in line to catch 9 bullets

to the face you tell her she gets out of prison for the information and

then you shoot her in the face 9 times incinerate her body at 9000ﾟ
nobody gets a deal nobody deserves a deal for committing an act of

treason money laundered stealing billions billions from the taxpayers

You chop off her head you incinerate her body you burned down her

500 billion dollar home shit or home she gets no deal

Dumb ass. There has to be incentives to get the wicked to turn coat

on their wicked organizations. Besides, rotting in a jail cell for life

would be hell.

A LOT of Information has been turned over thru her..

 
There might be a lot of arrests happening soon !

I hear a lot of people saying THIS IS IT! IT’S HAPPENING! SHIT’S

GOING DOWN THIS WEEK!!

The only thing I really see is that elections are still being rigged –

Bolsonaro, “Little Trump” LOST today in Brazil!

A TRAITOR’S ONLY HOPE IS THAT THE TRIBUNAL WOULD NOT

BETRAY THEM LIKE SHE BETRAYED AMERICA!!

“Other documents on the SD card cojoin Yellen and Corless to Black

Lives Matter co-founder Patrisse Cullors, a radical Leftwing activist

who has perpetually argued in favor of reparations, claiming that

slavery of the past continues to impede social and financial progress

for African Americans. According to a BLM filing disclosed to the IRS

in 2022, BLM has approximately $42m in assets. Info on the SD
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card, however, tells a different story.

The card, our source said, is awash with transactional reports and

spreadsheets showing that Yellen in 2022 pilfered $67m from the

Fed and funneled the money in hundreds of incremental payouts to

Cullors and her BLM associates. The documents do not mention how

the money was to be spent, but Corless told investigators that a

sizable part went toward funding Leftwing midterm candidates.”

So Cullors, the black lesbian who wants to destroy the

American family, is being funded by the Fed under the

criminally racist Biden regime, which kisses China’s

backside on a regular basis.

Excellent work, Michael!! Keep it going!!

As usual…black is a slave to be used since the beginning of modern

human history… and black people loved to be used for that purposes

L.J once said and I quote ” I’ll have those niggers voting Democrats

for the next 200 years” Those are his words, this man was evil to the

core and ever since they have been voting for Democrats and most

supported Obama. People need to wake up and stop being stupid.

Charles Barkley said, “Poor people (referring to Blacks) have been

voting Democrat for 50 years and they’re still poor.”

You Tube video: “Her Name is Ms. Ann”, by Pastor Manning Ph.D

Video explains in detail of so called, poor (black) people, and root

cause of their plight.

youtu.be/eCu4yV6vgIk

I never heard that quote before but it sounds like LBJ. He was not a

nice man and did a lot of damage, without even bringing JFK into the

conversation.
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Too late. Today, Jair Bolsonaro, like Trump, had his election stolen

by commie chinks. I now believe the upcoming election will result in

the Democrats holding both the House and Senate. I fear Kate

Hobbs, who has been taking a page out of Biden’s 2020 Election

playbook by laying low and waiting for the steal, will now win in the

rigged election against Kari Lake, and the greasy slimeball spic

Maricopa County Recorder in 2020, Adrián Fontes, who defends

drug cartels, will become AZ’s next Secretary of Hate.

Think positive thoughts.

 
Red wave must sweep it all.

 
Racial wars over scraps will just be too much.

Read that the Brazilian Special Forces set a trap for the illegal voting

in Brazil. Hope it is true.

Especially the Blacks! They have been scapegoats, tokens and

generally used, all by the Democrats. Sickening!

Excuse me, but that’s gibberish. And as far as I can determine, it’s

also utter nonsense.

And what about Yellen? She’s part of the tribe that RULES America.

Will (((they))) cry “antisemitism” when they put a noose around her

next. Yellen runs the FED and is embezzling our money. She is also

stealing our retirement funds (Social Security). Cullors would not

receive a dime unless Yenta Yellen decides. (((Who))) controls the

money controls the nation.

C’est la verite. Mais je crois que il y a plus de gens en Gitmo que nous

connaissons. Beaucoup plus…

Last edited 3 days ago by QBall59

“verité” — and “qu’il y a” (contraction) — and “que nous savons”

(fact, as opposed to knowing the people, as in “connaître”.)

Last edited 3 days ago by ReJe
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Corless was not made for espionage “good for bad” and that benefits

us. If she killed, raped, kidnapped or hurt any one that was innocent

she deserves NOTHING. If, by chance she proves herself useful keep

her around.

This is very interesting and informative..

 
Reparations for SLAVERY ? 42 m to BLM ?

 
That is Bribing those to VOTE for Biden and Harris and the

democratic party and those who they. Support

 
visa Gift cards$500: for immigrants in sanctuary cities ?

 
Buy more votes

Last edited 3 days ago by Wildcat

Americans owes nothing to these blk leeches, they been paid for the

last 60 years with welfare and free healthcare.

Time to banish welfare now and forever, all it does is make people

leeches. Work or starve. No more welfare. One thing I wish President

Trump had done in the first 100 days is abolish welfare permanently.

The job force would be even higher now than before COVID hit, and

the ones who don’t want to work by leech off of everyone can starve

for all I care.

what about the checks they give to “refugees”.. and i hear they are for

LIFE?? WTH?? are we to absorb the whole continent of AFRICA

because they are in a constant state of tribal warfare??? I’m the only

white person in my neighborhood.. Kent, WA.. FLOODEd with 3rd

world refugees/illegals and WHOEVER wants to come here..

Sanctuary FREE FOR ALL.. nobody speaks English.. food stamps

and free healthcare.. while they GUT the retirees with 12 percent

property tax increase to PAY FOR ALL THESE INVADERS…to

WHITE US OUT!

I must give you credit where credit is due.

 
Things do seem to be happening………

 
I don’t know how in the fuck you knew?
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I see this as payment for mayhem, to destroy the small business

owner, drown out the insurance companies, pilfer the taxpayer into

poverty and push the harmful prisoners that blue states let out to do

the task and participate in No Lives Matter!

 
Shameful and disguesting.

I am Mockingbird Lane, I’m not sure how this mistake happened but

these Mockingbird Lane posts and comments are my own, Dave

Kelly, sorry for the mix-up and any confusion. Take Care

And the last time BLM helped Traitor Joe and Headboard Harris,

they snubbed BLM and wouldn’t work with them to implement the

NWO. They rioted, looted burned, destroyed, attacked police,

attacked civilians,, attacked the families with husbands in their

motto, got rich off everybody’s money, and now they got used and

dumped like the cheap lesbian-led hookers they are.

Wow….great story. I believe her. I was initially concerned she could

be some kind of plant but I think she’s telling the truth. If she is she

should get more than a deal….she should get a medal.

“If she is telling the truth….she should get a medal”.

 
It depends… if she experiences rebirth with God like Chuck Colson

did after Watergate … God will give her work and medals won’t even

be relevant.

She only confess cause she felt the heat, if not she would have

continued to be a traitor. She knew that sooner or later all would

have been caught up to her, she is obviously paying attention and

must be hearing inside information of those that have been arrested,

tried and convicted of treason.

No medal, maybe prison time. Never work for the public again. All

credentials stripped and go do maid service somewhere. No

unemployment, no medical for her or her family no credit for federal

worker. Nothing….just her life back after 10-12 years in the clinker.

She will suffer a lifetime away from her children. That will be the big
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punishment. If she is married, check husbands work, background

and investments. Follow the money as they are probably in this

together.

And no welfare, either. Beg or starve. Hubby should divorce her, take

the kids and never see her again.

The real plant was Amy B. of President Trump’s last pick for a

Supreme Court Judge. No wonder she just slide in with no problems.

My understanding is that ACB wears an ankle bracelet and has been

told what her job is going forward and the consequences if she

doesn’t.

Roberts was involved in the assassination of Scalia and the White

Hats have the tapes/recordings to prove it, plus other treasonous

actions… Roberts was immediately compromised out of the gate due

to his trips to Epstein Island and the adoptions.

I have known for years that Roberts was a Deep State Rat since he

voted to shove down our throats the Obummber crap healthcare. I

remember I had to pay a penalty for not buying this Un-affordable

crap care. He needs to be arrested for the murdered of Scalia if there

is proof of his involvement. What is taking so long to get this sack of

shit?

The only reason for Obummer crap care was to traffic children,organ

harvesting and fueling the pocket book. I had a sister in law buy into

it. She dead now and died at an approved crap care hospital. Which

all are way out in rural areas out of site. These sick satanic fuck need

to go.

I am so sorry for your lost, hospitals are the last place anyone who is

young and healthy should not go. I have been aware of organ

harvesting for some time.

I am so sorry for your lost, too. I hope you find Jesus. And not in the

kitchen of a taco stand.
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Last edited 3 days ago by buck fiden

What? what? what lost for me? I have been awake for years and I was

not dumb to take the clot shot, I am pure blood. As for tacos, I can

cook, even Chinese food.

Last edited 3 days ago by Just Me

Sorry about your sister. Some of my colleagues had Obamacare

where they got screwed over, too. One was a young guy and had a

good plan, but once he hit 30 he was told his insurance plan was not

allowed for him, and they put him on a another plan with less care at

3x the cost.

Soon the nigger-government will have Affirmative Action Health

Care: Whites have to wait until all the niggers, chinks, yataheys and

spics get their procedures FIRST.

The same arguments members of the White Hat division had when it

came to how fast they could arrest the traitors. But mistakes cannot

be made in tracking them and arresting them, because these traitors

are ultra-careful and ultra-tidy so they cannot be tracked or traced or

followed, along with loyal assistants protecting the traitors. Hillary

and Cheney and W were prime examples.

Either of these two could also be the culprit/s that perpetrated the

EARLY RELEASE of the Supreme Court documents regarding the

ROE vs WADE PENDING DECISION .

Amy Coney Barrett is the Hottest Supreme Court Justice….

Liberal Chicks Rock !!!

I have my (good) suspicions of Amy B. I’ve seen comparison pictures

of her against someone who is no longer with us. We’ll see.

In my book, obedience is the prerequisite to long life. Let us hope

she’ll come out clean as whistle when her singing is done. Blessings,
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Wrong Person Buck

When is the Nazi going to show up here….

That’s not funny… ker-mudgin…

Wasn’t meant to be funny. Obedience is NOT the prerequisite to long

life. Too many Jews in Germany obeyed and look where it got ’em.

NO WAY. If she is telling the truth she should be given life perhaps

but NOTHING ELSE. Don’t forget, she is a traitor and participated.

Wow…whatever was going on with Corlis….if it was indeed the DS

military creeps following her or her conscience was causing her to

hallucinate, she is a wealth of information about these liberal

traitors. It is awful to think that BLM and Antifa are living high on

our tax dollars while we struggle to pay property taxes and insurance

and food and utilities, etc. We are sick of it. I really think everyone in

America should refuse to pay a cent to the government until

President Trump is back and we have cleaned out the FBI, IRS, etc.

etc. and Congress. We are now overrun with demons in our

government. Many of them call themselves Republicans. Thank you

God for revealing what the demonic old Janet Yellen and her many

cronies have been doing. No one except you could have scared this

woman into turning herself in and telling everything she knows. As

long as we have faith and stay strong and pray, we can win this war!!

It really seems to me that God is allowing this unveiling bit by bit …

Berger’s office knew nothing … I know that somehow, prayer energy

goes out … and results happen …

Just a matter of time for all of them……the web is tricky and thick.

Good going JAG team.

Mrs. Corliss was being gang-stalked , gas – lighted , possibly

subjected to attack by DEWs and other EXOTIC weapons. These are

some of the weapons and tactics used against TARGETED

INDIVIDUALS or TI’s.
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If she was targeted by DEWs she’d be dead by now. One truthteller

got a seriously lethal brain tumor that killed him in 4 months and no

treatment could help.

I am a TI and have been subjected to these weapons for over 15 years

now , possibly much longer. There has been much more other shit

going on as well. I have been surveilled by sat , 24/7 since 1979 and I

did not learn of this till about late 2012. Satellite , surveillance ,

harassment and torture and this goes on to this very moment. This

shit is referred to as ” no touch torture and slow death “.

Glenda , this was not God that scared this woman into turning her

self is and telling everything she knows. She was being Gang -stalked

, subjected to gas-lighting ops and no doubt other heinous shit. The

parties that were doing this are deep State henchmen that come from

various strata of the low-life pool.

I am no Billy. I am a lady and sexy too, something you will never see.

Okay fair enough. You asked Bank if he had somewhere to go, I said

Downtown….

Do you have a Hour Glass Figure too like our own StacyLee?

If not then you’re just a mediocre old lady with a voice. Ha ha ha.

I’m an old guy. But I’m no fool.

I knew you were a old guy, I am no spring chicken but I know how to

take care of myself and for my age I look decent.

I have been reading some of the nasty comments that you have made

tonight _ calling Hillary “I’ll see you next Tuesday.” Disgusting.

You’re NO lady.

She is not only a C but a witch, a evil vile woman, anything else you

need to know?

You deleted my reference to the Elon tweet lmaooooooo
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Nobody go to smobserved.com and donate there

I did no such thing, how can I delete anything of you or anyone? I do

not have this power that it is only reserved for the monitors who

work on this site to delete or not.

We now have an hour glass figure RRN competition.

It’s not a Wetted T Shirt Contest, because Republican Females all

have small breasts. All that energy goes right passed the Boob

Section to the cynical brain cavity …

but they’re black and buck would never like black chicks…unless, oh

of course. nevermind

say hi to heidi

This old bag Yellan and the rest involve need to be arrested,

including Catholic Charities. Our tax dollars funding radicals who ae

hell bent in destroying our country and making it into a third world.

WTF! we have homeless vets and these corrupted assholes are taking

our money and giving it to illegals! This has got to stop! Arrest them

all before we no longer have a country.

Did anyone ever wonder why Mother Teresa was canonized so

quickly? She was the most prolific child trafficker for the Vatican and

earned them 100’s of millions over her life time. Mother Teresa was

anything but a Saint…

The point is that catholic charities is not what they seem but the

exact opposite; as they are heavliy involved in human trafficking.

Last edited 3 days ago by ShadowGhost

AND is suspected of being fauci’s bloodline (father?)

 
I saw a comparison picture of the two side by side but that may have

been the clone/masked one being compared and not the original, so

it could be a wake-up meme and not factually accurate.. who

knows???
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Reports say that ‘Mother T’ was the biggest trafficker in history

keeping the satanic vatican well supplied.

Supposedly, acc. to an assisstant, all the donations to Mother T cause

went to the Vatican — to the tune of $2 mil. per day.

I believe you that this woman was no saint, for some reason back in

the 90s I never like her as if my intuition was trying to tell me

something. Back then I did not know anything about the evils of

these elites and how they been trafficking children and what they

used them fore. Thank God all is being exposed for the world to see.

Look into OPERATION GLADIO, You will be enlightened and

disgusted. Either way this is information the public , the American

public NEEDS TO KNOW.

So then the rumor of Mother Teresa giving Birth to Dr. DEATH

FAUCI is ENTIRELY PLAUSIBLE. Because we all NOW know as it

was testified on the floor of the US CONGRESS, that men can give

birth to children. TRUST the SCIENCE

I do not believe the referenced charities should be held liable. They

will take funding wherever they can obtain it. But and however, they

should be warned one more implication they loose their tax exempt

status permanently..

The Catholic charities are eyebrow deep in the child trafficking for

sex slavery and sacrifice to lucifer.

Fact, many denying Catholicism, now calling themselves Christians,

wanting nothing to do with RC [jesuit] Church that harbors

pedophiles, and engages in other illicit activity.

Many exiting Knights of Columbus via it’s involvement supporting

Catholic Charities under false pretense of humanitarian aid.
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UNICEF operates in similar, utilizing children to shake contribution

box under pretense of humanitarian aid, whereas money collected is

funding United Nations gun confiscation.

Many school districts suspended it’s [Halloween] UNICEF campaign

aka, child panhandling.

Holiday season near coinciding with Ukraine situation. UNICEF will

ramp up, tugging on heart strings for donations, suspectedly

depicting wartorn children. Salvation Army [Rothschild] in similar

mix.

Catholic Charities, UNICEF and Salvation Army are: “hell bent in

destroying our country”.

God Bless America.

The only reason this lady turn herself in was because she felt she was

being watch. Anyway she gave a wealth of information that hopefully

will lead to many arrests, including that old bag Yellan. We see the

Rats are turning on each other, as the Bible say ” there is no honor

among thieves.” and that is a true fact.

WOW Now, if this all proves true (I’ll bet it does) then a gigantic can

of swamp-slug-traitors has been opened. Ms. Corless did the absolute

RIGHT thing. She ‘escaped’ the Deep State’s noose they were trying

to put around her neck! Time will tell if she will be known as an

American hero (briefly) & be placed in the witness protection

program. CYN

I dont see any evidence that the methods used to steal the election

from President Trump two years ago has been dealt with. Therefore I

am not voting. To hell with it. They’re just gonna steal it again in the

mid-terms.

When is Trump coming back?

 
2024? UNACCEPTABLE!
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That’s not good enough sir. No the situation has not been completely

dealt with but the process has been started, and you are part of

enabling the situation to be dealt with completely. PRAY … and

VOTE … and be part of the solution yourself.

The only way to beat their system is to overwhelm it so the algorithm

breaks like on 11/3/2020 when our government was overthrown with

help from the USPS, london, vatican, and china to name a few. They

literally had to shut it all down, figure out how many votes they were

behind and put the fake ballots in place to overthrow our

government becuase of the massive support behind the real

President of the Republic of the United States of America.

President Trump received 73.6 million votes on 11/3/2020, which is

10.6 million more votes than 2016, and 4.1 million votes more than

the Kenyan at his height in 2012 with 69.5 million votes. Voting late,

after work is best and never by mail as the vote is intercepted and

changed, and hand in the mail in ballot at the time one votes to prove

that you didn’t already vote… Yes, the corruption is that bad.

 
The only way to beat their system is to overwhelm it so the algorithm

breaks like on 11/3/2020 when our government was overthrown with

help from the USPS, london, vatican, and china to name a few. They

literally had to shut it all down, figure out how many votes they were

behind and put the fake ballots in place to overthrow our

government because of the massive support behind the real

President of the Republic of the United States of America.

President Trump received 73.6 million votes on 11/3/2020, which is

10.6 million more votes than 2016, and 4.1 million votes more than

the Kenyan at his most popular in 2012 with 69.5 million votes.

Voting late, after work is best and never by mail as the vote is

intercepted and changed, and hand in the mail in ballot at the time

one votes to prove that you didn’t already vote… Yes, the corruption

is that bad.

Last edited 3 days ago by ShadowGhost
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Well said for you speak the truth, thank you. Some nasty Dem Ass

licker gave you a thumbs down for speaking the truth but I took it

way.

Until shown otherwise, I still accept the Thrush Headquarters

figures: Trump 103mn, Biden 37mn, + abt 15mn fake ballots. And all

the manipulation and obfuscation seems to have been meant to

scramble the real numbers and make them untraceable, because the

most important bit of info from the MyPillowMarathon was that the

*reported* tallies were algorithm-generated and had nothing to do

with the casting, miscasting, or faking of any ballots.

And the communist election stealing machine is still working at full

capacity because the very popular incumbent president of Brazil, Jair

Bolsonaro, just lost his election today to the commie fag ex president,

Lula da Silva, who really fucked everything there up.

You are partly right, but Trump actually received 104+million votes,

not a mere 73.6. I’ve seen the results from the German server that

captured it all, the white hats got to it before the DS/cabal could

erase the totals. So that number of votes gave him 410 Electoral

votes. He absolutely won that election and the DS/cabal absolutely

DID steal it from us, and placed pedo peter and his band of freaks in

DC. just like they got rid of Liz Truss in the UK and replaced her with

a globalist jerk.

Stupid decision. Very stupid. Undoubtedly you’re stumping for our

enemies. Everyone knows how many fake accounts like yours are

being used to do exactly what you’re doing.

You’re right, Jim. Same voting machines, same media mouthpieces.

There is no election, no red wave, no justice. WEF communists will

increase their percentage of offices held and Pedo Joe will say “the

American people have spoken.” Alex Jones and the rest of the

controlled opposition in media will encourage you to wait for 2024

when we will really get ’em! Yeah, Trump is really gonna teach them
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a thing or two! Oh, and Durham is about to indict ALL the big

players! The big problem is that a large percentage of the population

believe that garbage.

Yeah , give-up , roll-over and DIE. It does not have to be that way

Jim. STAY THE COURSE, NEVER GIVE -UP, NEVER!

They just got rid of Trompinho (“little Trump”) in Brazil. The

communists are in full control.

2023 will be the year of shortage, ration cards and $50 gasoline.

FETTERMAN the democrat running , stuttering for the US Senate

seat in PA. , his wife is an immigrant hailing from Brazil. She has

essentially taken over the senate campaign of her husband , TAKEN

OVER the SENATE CAMPAIGN , like in a big way. She is said to be

EXTREME FAR LEFT, as in COMMUNIST. When I heard of this , I

viewed this as the Brazilian COMMUNISTS INFILTRATION into the

United States and a merger with the communists in the USA and

North America. I see this action as an EXTREME THREAT TO THE

NATIONAL SECURITY OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

REPUBLIC , the AMERICAN PEOPLE and NORTH AMERICA. I

sure hope the White Hats see this as well.

Cheyenne Mountain has EVERYTHING – you HAVE to vote!!! IT

MATTERS and it will be counted!! The game may appear different to

the masses from what we want but that doesn’t mean things are not

happening behind the scenes. This is a well-oiled machine with much

going on that you do not see. VOTE PLEASE!!! DO NOT PLAY THE

DARK’S GAME.

I am voting. I have an early ballot which I have already filled out. I’m

going to deliver it in person to the precinct on 11/8.

They just stole the Brazilian election TODAY! They kicked out Jair

“Little Trump” Bolsonaro and the chinks reinstated Lula Da Silva,

who pretended to be like Lech Walesa. Not even close!
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I am voting in person on November 8, 2022. No ballots for me, I do

not trust any ballots that can be easily lost or destroy. We have way

too many losers who have sold us out for money who are paid to

cheat and steal our votes.

Thank God for that. We must continue to pray for our country and

for God to expose these criminals evil in high places.

Whatever is on paper, you know to times that figure by three, or four,

or ten…

The amount of greed never ends..

For this is the reason We The People must not comply with these

Satanists fools. I have family members that I tried my hardest to

wake them up but they refuse and have taken several clot shots. They

are very stupid people in my opinion.

Ex was going to get boosted today. She ran a fever last night and

backed out. I was extremely relieved. You cannot change someone’s

mind set. My argument was, daughter will be calling daddy hysterical

and mommy will fall walking up stairs home.

Now you know…

Old fucks die after getting the covid shot and falling down. My great

uncle died recently after taking the jab. Fell down the stairs. The

beginning of the end.

Did you not try to warn your uncle? Most older people are not

computer savvy and therefore can not research information for

themselves. However, most have children and grand children who

can research for them and warn them not to take these dangerous

shots.

Its quite nice of you of being friendly with your ex and caring about

her, I too am friendly with my ex. He thinks his mother died in the

nursing home from covid, I suspect she was murdered. I would like
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to speak to him to open his eyes of what has been going on for the

last two years. I do not call him, he is married and I do not want to

cause problems for him so I will wait until he calls one day just to say

hello to me which he does once a year.

I hear you. I’m in the same situation with my dumbfuck relatives:

They may be retired alphabet workers, aerospace engineers, lawyers,

doctors, stockbrokers, symphony musicians, etc. – but they all

exhibit WEAPONS GRADE STUPIDITY when they vote and when it

comes to their own survival. Rabbi Meir Kahane said something like

that about leftist Jews and a sand nigger shot him in NYC at point-

blank range.

Last edited 3 days ago by buck fiden

My well educated sister a former high school teacher refuses to listen

to me about these dangerous shots. She said to me that I was

brainwashed by coming to sites like this and that I should listen to

the propaganda news. Oh well, you just can’t fix stupid no matter

how well educated they are.

I knew Yellen was Deep state. (Michael I do not see a donate button

here. I think you had one before. )

The ENTIRE FEDERAL RESERVE ARE DEEP STATE , NWO,

TECHNOCRACY TRANSHUMANISM , CFR , PROMOTERS , PIMPS

and PROSTITUTES , ALL of them CONSPIRATORS to TREASON.

wow! what a revelation! high up in the finances world! and from

whom does Yellen receive orders?

Rothschild’s… They are one of the 3 to 4 families that are behind the

Federal Reserve Bank, a privately held corporation that we owe

interest to for every Federal Reserve Note printed or created

electronically.
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Her songs thus far is music to my ears and to we the people. Now the

$64k question; could JY be far behind? Thank you Lord for all the

help weeding out the evil from our society. Jesus, we trust in you.

Blessings,

The often-quoted $64k question….take the world’s population of

roughly 7.6b and divide that number into the Rothschild’s wealth of

nearly $500t and what do you get? How about some real wealth

distribution folks?

Let’s hope this will end in arrests and the appropriate punishment

for all of them. Still anxious about mid-terms… Mil needs to get very

involved!!!

Careful what you wish for. It might be the Zhou Biden Deep State

military that gets “involved.”

Reminder that Federal Reserve is a private banking institution, not a

governmental entity.

Federal Reserve has a

 
Chairperson, not a Cabinet Secretary hence, Madam Secretary of the

Federal Reserve, no such human, neither title.

Don’t misinterpret Dept. of Treasury with Federal Reserve as

different.

There’s nothing Federal about the Federal Reserve, same goes for

Federal Express delivery service.

BTW, Bank, Wire and Mail Fraud, also misappropriation of allocated

funds, embezzlement [funding sedition] as Federal Crimes, currently

applicable for JAG intervention.

Peanut Gallery have at it, anticapate negitive posts.

Time to get back on the streets handing out highly effective

conservative flyers for we the people. Blessings,
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New window writings 10/29

…….Re-elect Nobody.

 
…….Oust Incumbents.

 
……Communism Near.

 
….No Marxist Politicos.

Small window

 
… Vote

 
..Against

 
..Socialist

 
.Agenda.

Democrat lawn signs appearing, blitz is on. My neighbor has Kathy

Hochul signage, could say: Shrine, which caused current window

writings.

My vechile photoed at local car show, good turnout. Fielded many

questions in bringing inquisitive up to speed.

Did leaflet campaign at show via Pelosi False Flag and other articles,

staying current, awakening normies. Copy center made many sets,

costly endeavor.

BTW: they’re *Leaflets, not Flyers.

God Bless America.

You are spot on… But it’s time to start naming the families behind

the curtain that have been at this same game for thousands of years.

Rothschild is one, can others name more?

Last edited 3 days ago by ShadowGhost

There are 13 bloodline families and derivatives there of. You can

research this on line, usually with no problem, but John may have

better info, he is pretty good. Take Care

It was only a matter of time before someone talked. It’s truly

disturbing how much corruption surrounds us.
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I am assuming many traitors who are involve has got to know that

Corless is singing like a canary. I bet these traitors are not having a

good night sleep, hopefully there will be more whistleblowers coming

forward to save their Asses from the neck tie.

Oh hello, I did not expect to hear from you so soon, your butt buddy

Ollie Wendy told me you went to Downtown Petula Clark.

You mean many people are thinking this especially the traitors how

their corrupted asses are going to be thrown in Gitmo. Good I hope

they worry themselves to no end. Play stupid games and win stupid

prices as they say.

I hope she survives her stay at GTMO & doesn’t end up being Bill

Clinton-ed. He was given a life sentence because he was repentant &

then he suddenly died. I doubt she’ll be out on the streets because

she’ll probably need something safer than WITSEC to protect her.

Undoubtedly it would be easy for Yellen to call on handlers of the

many illegals she imported to do the dirty work.

Giver her a break, she is singing like a canary and naming names

besides Jag has bigger fish to fried. I like to see Big Mike, Barry,

Nancy the Drunk and the rest of the corrupted from both sides of the

parties be arrested and tried for treason.

You haven’t seen the video of Nancy in the custody of the US

Marshalls? We the People News has a snippet in their opening.

After that adrenochrome birthday bash at Barry and Michelle’s house

in Martha’s Vineyard. It’s beyond time for them to get arrested along

with knickered Nancy.

Subject to change without notice to the we the people. Nothing

wrong with some flexibility when it’s worth it. Blessings,

There has been no deal of any kind at this point. They are verifying

all the information she has given them. Just be patient and we will

soon know what her fate is. I seriously doubt she will be returned
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home….the demons would have her killed before her feet stepped

over the threshold. She will have her tribunal and then it will be

determined what they are going to do with her.

I am sure they will think of something if they can’t hang her by her

no neck but first the old bag needs to be arrested along with Nancy

the drunk. Maybe they can put these two old bags together in the

same cell, this way they will kill each other.

Camp Delta has a guillotine too… and has used it upon occasion. Will

that suffice?

Last edited 3 days ago by ShadowGhost

Reportedly Jim Comey had his head lopped -off at GITMO, he was

NOT given a choice. FUCK’EM

Should have done it with a Thanksgiving turkey carving knife. Well,

all’s well that ends well.

Last edited 3 days ago by buck fiden

Hang her from her ankles and go to bed for the night. I’m sure she’ll

be fine in the morning……

LOL…they will manage. It might yank her fat head off but they will

get the job done. I can’t wait to hear all about it. She will be

screaming for Barack, the hero, to rescue her 120 year old rump.

Color her gone if she’s giving false information too make a smoke

screen for her deep state buddy

 
.. if she telling the truth give her a deal God bless us all amen.

Thankyou Again letting me rant.. I love our freedom’s…

No deal. No matter what. If she is legit, she still chose Treason,

allowed endless lawlessness to occur on her watch and she should

thus get Traitor’s Reward. Let her get hung with a new rope instead

of an old one, how’s that for a deal?
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Show them your new stainless steel tree chipper with a governed

6,000 horse power engine and ask them if they wanna guess what

this will be used for dealing with sonsabitches like themselves. You

will be given a choice walk the plank and jump or dive and your

remains used to feed the other sonsabitches sentanced to life and

hard labor. What a beautiful visual finally peace at last abundance of

everything and its so lovely.

She should of thought of her family before she committed herself to

treason however, it is a win win for us. She is already singing like a

canary and giving up bigger fishes for Jag to fry.

Last edited 3 days ago by Just Me

Well that is for her to have thought of. Law is Law. Guilt is guilt. Her

family’s karma is for them alone. So SHE is the one that should have

factored that into the equation. Justice prevails. Period.

The only shady thing is that this woman is trying to save her own

Ass, and she will throw the big fishes under the bus to save herself.

As they say “There is no honor among thieves.”

Wow. Can I get funding to fix my motorcycle.

 
Having a can’t get a job problem here in the UK.

How come you can not get a job ??? Any information you can give me

on this would be greatly appreciated thankyou and God bless… what

kinda motorcycle are you trying too fix ???

I get the same shit from time to time, some shit heads trying to deny

you. Just give it brake for a bit , try again later, you’ll get through.

Take Care

Hi l use the duck duck go search engine site Google say that the real

raw news site is not safe all the time soo i mostly use the duck duck

go search engine .
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I for one am tried of reading all the reports of the crimes being

committed by the deep state. When are we going to hear news

PUBLICLY that these people are being arrested … that’s the report I

want to see.

It’s not time yet. We have the momentum but not the numbers we

need yet. My best guess is that we have 60% of the population and we

need over 75%… Hopefully, there will be some events that happen in

the near future that will forcibly wake up the sleeping brainwashed to

what’s really going on.

Ah no … I don’t buy that not time bullshit at all. Screw the sleeping …

if they haven’t waken up by now they won’t.

You can always spot trolls for a certainty when the first thing they do

after you post is attempt to destroy any hope that they possibly can.

Especially if they don’t have any facts. They just contradict you to

make you feel less hope about what you posted. Hope is a force that

comes from God or anything that God says. Obviously if you’re evil

then hope is your enemy – which is why they attack hope.

I have heard and it is mostly hearsay. I’m paying attention and a lot

of what I heard either didn’t come to pass, like the many dates given

or was just plain wrong.

 
When they start making arrest publicly that is when we will really

hear something.

U mean PENTAGON…..This country is already bancrupt and if the

whole world ask This terrorist state sponsor USA to pay the COVID

damage because the source of covid was from this country…. this

country will dissolve into 50 free states… ask racist Buck Biden (his

name ls an actual Russian nama Abramov) ..he is f#%%@ CiA field

agent…

WRONG , it came from Wuhan , this information was just released,

“this information” there maybe more information but according to

this information, Wuhan is where the covid -19 virus came from.
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I think it may never happen because many RRN stories are self

contradictory, raising a very strong suspicion that they may be fake.

Get every bit of information from her and then, at the very least, send

her to GITMO for life. She has willingly participated in destroying

America. Zero sympathy for what happens to her.

So if they know how much money BLM has in ASSETS, why can’t

they give that back as SS payments???

Could this be the reason why they have killed much of the elderlies

with the clot shots? These corrupted assholes take our money and

give it away to criminals who have no right to our money.

And besides taking our money to send it to Ukraine, as Sen. Lindsey

Graham wants to do anbd Biden has done many times, they also take

our money to finance and subsidize child sex trafficking via CPS

stealing kids from innocent families. The more kids they kidnap, the

more money in bonuses they make, never mind the kids getting

raped and pimped out and tortured for adrenochrome and organs.

Never mind the homosexuals and lesbians getting the kids for sexual

abuse — they admit to it online — and trafficking as well, despite

their families being innocent, the CPS workers insist “these kids need

a better home.” That’s why Nancy Schaefer was murdered along with

her husband because she was trying to stop this money-making

organized crime syndicate under Hillary the child-eating witch, and

save the kids like President Trump is doing right now. THEY HATE

HIM FOR THIS. They tried to kill him 65 times, plus his wife

Melania, their son Barron, but they killed his brother Robert and

Ivanka’s mother. These child sex trafficking sonsabitches are EVIL!!

Every word you said is true, we need to get back to prayer. God is the

only one who can expose these Satanists criminals. We no longer

have real trusted politicians who cares about children and President

Trump is just one man, he needs our prayers.
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yes, those two didn’t have secret service protection like the rest of

their immediate family.. so they got to whoever they could reach to

send a message….I hope this makes TRUMP RELENTLESSLY

CRUEL IN EXACTING PAYBACK to these MFers.. We are so SICK of

THESE EVIL BASTARDS!!!

Check out how many STATE PENSION FUNDS are invested with

BLACKROCK… CCP infested???? CCP RAIDED PENSION FUNDS>.

so gotta kill off all state workers with vax’s .. so they won’t come

running for their lifelong PAYOUTS!!!

WA STATE HAS LARGEST amount of STATE PENSION INVESTED

with BLACKROCK and STILL HAS MANDATOR VAX FOR ALL

STATE EMPLOYEES>. CONNECT THE DOTS!!! CCP’s BITCH

STATE obeying their masters in Bejing

Yellen will not sing to save her old self. I am recommending the

Obama blade guillotine.

I have to say when you are right, you are right. I agree the old bag

swings.

See we found common ground… Jew-Swinger’s are real cool in

morgue racks.

Crandall and Berger will both personally pull the cord on the Jewish

Grandmother we call Janet Yellen. She certainly will be Yellen

something fierce.

None of these people can or should ever be let go.They’d either report

to or be swept up by the Marxist/Statists for counter war purposes

and planning before being disposed of or

accidented/suicided.They’ve demonstrated they don’t recognize the

concept of mercy anyway.

Last edited 3 days ago by Alex379
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Well, looks like Lara Logan’s contact at the UN that shares with her

the cabal’s intent to flood the country with criminals so we ask for a

national police force, and with the ultimate goal of diluting patriot

votes! Newsmax let her go for telling the truth!! Pls boycott

Newsmax!

The big story today is that the commie chinks, who stole the

11/3/2020 election, just stole the Brazilian election and installed

their commie socialist worker party puppet, Lula da Silva.

This steal doesn’t portend well for our election a week from

Tuesday…

Our election, probably won’t happen.

 
The next 8 days, a whole lot can happen.

 
. EPIC stuff is going on behind the curtain….

 
The Wizard , might be strung up at the gallows…!

It just depends on if the Diebold Dominion Voting Machines are

permitted. If not, it will be a somewhat honest result. Otherwise fake

results…

I wonder if Dominion Chink Voting Machines were used in today’s

Brazilian elections.

Most likely it was used. I knew back in the early of 2000 when I first

heard of computer voting machines were going to be used to steal

elections. We need to go back to paper ballots and no early nor after

voting and no mail in ballots.

I live in PA. It’s still just as corrupt here right now as it was in the

11/2020 election.

Pokud se věci vyvinou, Janet bude opravdu „Yellin'“!. Při zkoumání

jiných článků za posledních několik let jsem viděl, kde některé velké

náboženské instituce byly placeny vládou za řešení ilegálních věcí. V

podstatě vše, co musíte udělat, je, že se ve 2 hodiny ráno poflakujete

kolem některých kostelů. A vzhledem k historii zapletení této
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administrativy do pochybných obchodů není mimo říši možností, že

by vyšetřování v bílém klobouku mohlo vykouzlit nějaké zrádné

aktivity.

 

 


